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rganizational politics, as well as other 
factors, plays a major role in business pro-
cess management (BPM), where initia-
tives may stall or fail completely as they 

hit internal challenges, hurdles and opposition.  Add the fact that 
event processing and predictive analytics technologies are being 
included into the mix, and you have multiple opportunities for fail-
ure.  In this E-Guide, learn how to avoid BPM project hiccups from 
key experts in the space.
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SIDESTEP THE LAND MINES OF BPM PROJECTS

The way Tina Nunno sees it, business politics is no ordinary sport.
After all, other sports have clear rules and participant rosters, the Gartner 

vice president and distinguished analyst said Monday in her opening keynote 
for the annual Gartner Business Process Management Summit. By contrast, in 
organizational politics, you may get tackled by someone you didn’t even know 
was playing the game.

Unlike politics, most sports have officials, such as referees and umpires, 
who can call fouls and even eject people from the game. "Wouldn't you love to 
see that happen at work?" Nunno asked, drawing laughter from the audience. 
Her well-attended presentation kicked off the three-day conference, which 
attracted nearly 600 business and IT professionals to the Gaylord National 
Convention Center in National Harbor, Md.

Nunno also described a key difference between business and politics: In 
business, people can argue convincingly that a decision "isn't personal; it's just 
business," Nunno said. "But in politics, it's always personal."

Organizational politics, of course, play a major role in business process 

http://www.gartner.com/AnalystBiography?authorId=10138
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management (BPM), where initiatives may stall or fail completely as they hit 
internal challenges, hurdles and opposition. "The best BPM project is, frankly, 
useless if we can't move it forward," she said.

While the word "politics" often has negative connotations, Nunno em-
phasized that her definition focuses on the positive: "Politics is the dynamic 
process by which groups of people make decisions and resolve conflicts," she 
said. But she acknowledged that decision making remains a difficult and com-
plex undertaking even under the best circumstances -- especially because it 
involves change.

"The very nature of change triggers a political minefield," she said, citing 
four common land mines in BPM projects: resources, control, status and belief.

MANEUVERING THROUGH THE MINEFIELD

Nunno offered advice for avoiding or defusing those four land mines:
Resources: This land mine typically pops up in response to scarcity of 

resources, significant changes in project scope or a major shift in business 
priorities. Nunno's recommended tactics included:

��Having a transparent BPM governance process.
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��Delaying BPM projects to avoid battles now.

��  Delivering at least part of a BPM project: "Some is better than none," 
Nunno said.

��  Using data to inspire fairness: "Don’t be afraid to show where the dispari-
ties are," Nunno advised.

Control: This land mine reflects human nature, she said. "Consider how 
big the things are that you may be taking away from people" in process-im-
provement efforts, she said. "We're hard-wired to be resistant to this," she said. 
Potential triggers might include systems that need business-process changes, 
the reorganization of reporting lines or the introduction of a new technology 
standard or architecture.

Among other tactics, Nunno suggested:

��Impose a mandate, if you have the power to do so;

��  Manage the pace of change so that it's "a controlled burn rather than a 
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raging fire";
��Build alliances; and

��Offer several options, not a single "right" choice.

Status: This land mine requires dealing with key players who are especially 
sensitive to their status in initiatives and in the overall organization. Potential 
triggers include group discussions of BPM successes and failures and cross-
boundary BPM initiatives that involve business peers with different priorities.

She offered this advice for sidestepping status-related land mines:

��Understand the history of decisions that led to the current situation.

��Fight status-related battles privately rather than publicly.

��  Review your plans with status-oriented people and, where appropriate, 
ask their permission before publicly taking a stance. "Avoid surprising 
them," Nunno said.
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Belief: The final land mine involves addressing attitudes that Nunno 
summed up as "don’t confuse us with the facts." It's often triggered by imple-
menting a system that involves moving, creating, integrating or analyzing 
data differently, or recommending process changes that are based on new data 
analysis or simulations.

Following are some of Nunno’s tactics for avoiding land mines built around 
belief:

��  Thoroughly understand the enterprise's belief system before you at-
tempt to alter it.

��  Create strong alliances with information stakeholders before imple-
menting changes.

��  Work together to find "common irrefutable goals -- the things that bring 
people together no matter what."

��Be ready to back down decisively.
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Bottom line, in Nunno's view: BPM pros from both the business and IT 
camps should steer clear of the four political land mines whenever possible. 
When they can't, they should use smart political tactics to defuse them. "Con-
tinuously test for political integrity in yourself and your team," she added. Also, 
"remember that politics is a dynamic process; what is decided today can be 
different tomorrow."

Finally, strive for equilibrium: "Always balance IT performance and politi-
cal savvy," she concluded. "The objective is political success."

PREDICTIVE ANALYTICS AND EVENT PROCESSING: THE 
FUTURE OF BPM?

Seeing Into the future goes back a long way. Once it was done with omens and 
portents. Now it’s done with streaming databases, neural network algorithms 
and MapReduce data shuffles. What hasn’t changed is that obtaining reliable 
and “actionable” predictions remains challenging—especially for businesses.  

Wall Street has long been in the technology forefront. Outside of capital 
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markets, the pace may be slower. But event processing and predictive analyt-
ics technologies—some people refer to them as strategies—are being tried out 
in other industries. They are gradually finding use as different types of busi-
nesses seek new competitive advantages. Both approaches, along with related 
“big data” technologies such as Hadoop, may be poised to change how business 
decisions are made.

Event processing and predictive analytics are “pretty complementary 
strategies,” according to Neil Ward-Dutton, research director of MWD Advi-
sors, based in the United Kingdom. Beyond capital markets, these strategies 
can be employed in tandem in online sales and marketing, call centers, telecom-
munications and other industries, he said. The explosion in Web data is a major 
driver of greater use of event processing and predictive analytics.

These now-sizzling technologies can be both strange and familiar. Event 
processing is a unique branch of computing that tracks “streams” of occur-
rences and looks for underlying patterns. The complex version of event pro-
cessing—aptly named complex event processing, or CEP—combines data from 
various sources to form more complicated patterns for processing. The prime 
example has long been the computer that finds valuable stocks that respond to 
unexpected market conditions.
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Meanwhile, predictive analytics is a methodology that applies specialized 
algorithms to data sets to create a probability-based predictive model of antici-
pated activity, not unlike the actuarial tables used to calculate risk and compute 
auto insurance rates for different types of people.

EVENTS: OUR DIGITAL FOOTPRINTS, OURSELVES

Events have always been there. They just weren’t digital. “People didn’t leave 
the digital footprints they now do,” Ward Dutton said. “Now pretty much ev-
erything leaves a footprint.”

The addition of predictive analytics opens new possibilities for the pro-
cessing of digital events, he said. But it’s important to connect both event pro-
cessing and predictive analytics to business objectives.  

Tying event technology to operations and analysis results to application 
integration efforts and useful business activity is important to practitioners of 
business process management (BPM). Event processing technology is driven 
largely by a desire for better operations, as indicated by the most recent ebizQ 
survey of business and IT professionals. A majority of respondents (69%) cited 
“operational efficiency” as the main goal of their event processing technology 
efforts. But analytics has a foothold, too: Twenty-eight percent of respondents 
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cited “support for business intelligence/analytics programs” as a primary 
driver of event processing work. Meanwhile, in the same survey, “integration 
with other application/systems” (71%) leads the list of challenges to decision 
management, with “tying analysis to action” placing second (44%) among such 
challenges.

What are mixed event processing and predictive analytics? The applica-
tions and vertical niches can be diverse:

��  Manufacturers predicting factory machine failures and preorder re-
placement parts.

��  Software employed to speed up medical device clinical trials for faster 
time to market.

��  Programs predicting the likelihood that a hospitalized infant may con-
tract blood poisoning.

��  A financial services company watching website logs and correlating ac-
tivity to dangerous security events.
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��  An automaker setting up highly automated fraud forecasting filters that 
better select leasing candidates for scrutiny.

��  A travel site that steers users of Apple products to different promotional 
offers based on the established likelihood that they are willing to spend 
more on vacations.

In his technology predictions for this year, Ward-Dutton emphasized the 
importance of the trend for increased aggregation of core BPM capabilities 
with complementary platform elements “including event processing, business 
rules and real-time/predictive analytics.”

Understanding events and triggers and deriving insight from combining 
those event streams with models of, for example, customer segmentations, can 
be a powerful tool, he said.

CEP: SLOW GOING OUTSIDE OF CAPITAL MARKETS

As organizations of all sizes deal with more Web-created data, CEP will come 
under consideration. Yet to date, CEP’s major base remains banking and stock 
trading.
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CEP took off in the capital market sector for activities such as algorithmic 
trading, but it has had some success stories beyond the original constituency, 
said Philip Howard, research director for Bloor in the United Kingdom. He sees 
a handful connected by themes.

First, he said, a number of companies have invested in CEP to support BPM 
and SOA.

Second, security information and event management has been a special-
ized operations niche for CEP. And finally, there is CEP matched with real-time 
analytics.

“My basic view is that event processing is very valuable for predictive ana-
lytics, but the market hasn’t taken off yet,” Howard said.

Ward-Dutton adds supply-chain optimization and fleet-logistics optimi-
zation to the list of CEP success stories. Where CEP coupled with predictive 
analytics has shown value is in telecommunications, he said. There, the churn 
rate—that is, the level of customer attrition—is a crucial issue.

“For a mobile cell company, say, if you can take intelligence and combine 
it with an understanding of event streams, then you can detect, for example, 
that a customer has a string of four dropped calls in a week,” he said. “You may 
know from that customer’s attributes that they are likely to drop their service 
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as a result.”
But with the right software in place, “you can take an action, make an offer,” 

Ward-Dutton said. “This is where SOA, BPM and events get linked together, 
too.”

HADOOP, PMML TAKE THE STAGE

Both complex event processing and predictive analytics as they are today re-
quire specialized skills. That can greatly add to the expense of implementation 
and put additional pressure on software architects to get it right.

At the same time, emerging standards show some promise for bringing a 
bit more commonality to these styles of development. One of these is the Pre-
dictive Model Markup Language (PMML), which supports a portable notation 
that can be used in building predictive models and pattern filters.

A more widely discussed standard is the Apache Hadoop MapReduce soft-
ware framework. This Java-based distributed file system technique is naturally 
tailored to run on distributed computer systems. Some might even call Hadoop 
the poster child for big data.

“Hadoop is really good at embarrassingly parallel problems with massive 
amounts of data,” said Douglas Moore, principal consultant and architect for 
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Think Big Analytics, a professional services firm based in Mountain View, Calif.
A central premise for Hadoop is reduced cost of software and development. 

This will appeal to line-of-business leaders, enabling wholly new applications. 
The framework has already appeared as an adjunct to some CEP engines. And 
predictive analytics has shown up on Hadoop clusters as well.  

Naturally, there are disadvantages too.
First, it’s still new and raw. That requires developers to build their own 

tools for many requirements. Perhaps most important: Its newness draws pro-
grammers back into data integration in ways not seen for many years. Some will 
find the programming model restrictive.

It can be difficult for developers well versed in SQL to jump to Hadoop. It 
can be an even more difficult leap for relational database administrators.

Of course, it’s still early.
“The majority are still testing out Hadoop. Some people are doing it for 

real,” Bloor’s Howard said. “What worries me is all the emphasis is on Hadoop 
and people not looking at the alternatives. It’s almost like people are all looking 
in the Hadoop direction and putting blinders on.”
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FREE RESOURCES FOR TECHNOLOGY PROFESSIONALS
TechTarget publishes targeted technology media that address 
your need for information and resources for researching prod-
ucts, developing strategy and making cost-effective purchase 
decisions. Our network of technology-specific Web sites gives 
you access to industry experts, independent content and analy-
sis and the Web’s largest library of vendor-provided white pa-
pers, webcasts, podcasts, videos, virtual trade shows, research 

reports and more —drawing on the rich R&D resources of technology providers to address 
market trends, challenges and solutions. Our live events and virtual seminars give you ac-
cess to vendor neutral, expert commentary and advice on the issues and challenges you 
face daily. Our social community IT Knowledge Exchange allows you to share real world 
information in real time with peers and experts.

WHAT MAKES TECHTARGET UNIQUE?
TechTarget is squarely focused on the enterprise IT space. Our team of editors and net-
work of industry experts provide the richest, most relevant content to IT professionals and 
management. We leverage the immediacy of the Web, the networking and face-to-face op-
portunities of events and virtual events, and the ability to interact with peers—all to create 
compelling and actionable information for enterprise IT professionals across all industries 
and markets.


